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"The Gift of the Magi" is a short story by O. Henry first published in 1905. The story tells of a young husband and wife and how they deal
with the challenge of buying secret Christmas gifts for each other with very little money. As a sentimental story with a moral lesson about
gift-giving, it has been popular for adaptation, especially for presentation at Christmas time.
Chosen by Louis Vuitton to be one of only a handful of artists to illustrate their new Travel Book series, Taniguchi naturally made a story
of it! After his mother's death aged 78, the author discovers a beautifully lacquered box which contains what appear to be old photos and
hand-drawn postcards of Venice. One photo of Piazza San Marco particularly catches his eye. It is of a Japanese couple feeding a multitude of
pigeons in the square dressed in what looked like 1930's styled clothes. Who were they? What relevance did they have for his mother? Armed
with the contents of the lacquered box he travels to Venice to track down the places and events displayed in the images and to discover the
identity of the young couple in the old photograph. With very few but well chosen words and his artist's eye for detail, Taniguchi portrays
'La Serenissima' of today in a most deserving light.
Both compounds and multi-word expressions are complex lexical units, made up of at least two constituents. The most basic difference is that
the former are morphological objects and the latter result from syntactic processes. However, the exact demarcation between compounds and
multi-word expressions differs greatly from language to language and is often a matter of debate in and across languages. Similarly debated
is whether and how these two different kinds of units complement or compete with each other. The volume presents an overview of compounds and
multi-word expressions in a variety of European languages. Central questions that are discussed for each language concern the formal
distinction between compounds and multi-word expressions, their formation and their status in lexicon and grammar. The volume contains
chapters on German, English, Dutch, French, Italian, Spanish, Greek, Russian, Polish, Finnish, and Hungarian as well as a contrastive
overview with a focus on German. It brings together insights from word-formation theory, phraseology and theory of grammar and aims to
contribute to the understanding of the lexicon, both from a language-specific and cross-linguistic perspective.
A New Edition
The Debates and Proceedings in the Congress of the United States
Beauty and the Beast and Other Fairy Tales
A New Dictionary of the English Language
Livres hebdo
Magazine littéraire
It’s tough being a vampire when you’re more giggles and glitter than beastly and bitter. But will Dracula Boy dare to follow his heart and
live life in technicolour? Full of spooks and sparkles, Dracula Spectacular is a heart-warming story about learning to be brave, kind and
above all, proud to be yourself. A sensational picture book, written in bouncy rhyme by Lucy Rowland and illustrated with wit and warmth by
Ben Mantle, the creative duo behind Little Red Reading Hood. Perfect for bedtime reading!
Celebrate this milestone in the history of graphic novels, winner of the world's first-ever "Best Graphic Novel" award, taking the prize in
1976 at the Angoulême Fesitval. Originally serialized beginning in 1967, this book is universally acknowledged as Hugo Pratt's masterpiece,
in which he introduces Corto Maltese to the world. Corto is but one of a strong ensemble cast of characters whose lives permeate the entire
12-book series. It is here that we also meet the young and beautiful Pandora, her brother Cain, the mysterious criminal mastermind Monk, the
grim and ferocious Rasputin, Lieutenant Slutter of the German Navy, and the natives Skull and Tarao. The Ballad of the Salty Sea is also
hailed as the first example of the literary comic strip. Pratt was inspired by Conrad, Stevenson, and London, but even more directly by
Henry de Vere Stacpool's Blue Lagoon, from which the author got the idea of a small island in the Pacific which he named "Escondida." The
action begins in November 1913 in the South Seas as feelings of the Great War were already looming but the romantic ideals of the nineteenth
century were still alive. The pace of the narrative and the drawings are very modern and Pratt permeates the adventure with an extraordinary
atmosphere of the great outdoors. The story captures the imagination of the reader from the opening pages with a tight, compelling storyline
that can be interpreted on different levels. This EuroComics edition features new translations from Pratt's original Italian scripts by Dean
Mullaney, the Eisner and Harvey Award-winning editor of the Library of American Comics, and Simone Castaldi, Associate Professor of Romance
Languages and Literatures at Hofstra, and the author of Drawn and Dangerous: Italian Comics of the 1970s and 1980s (University Press of
Mississippi).
Discusses the history, religions, art, architecture, caste system, and modern life in India, and shows temples, palaces, ruins, city
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streets, festivals, and the people of India
Climatological Data
Compounds and Multi-Word Expressions
Corto Maltese: Mu: the Lost Continent
The Man Who Would Be King
The Gift of the Magi
Le grand livre des abeilles

Set in the years 1921-22, the action leaps from Turkey, to Azerbaijan, and to the Caspian Sea, tracing the path of the legendary Silk Road, as Corto hunts for the fabled treasure
of Alexander the Great.
In 1923 Buenos Aires, while searching for a missing friend, Corto finds himself locked in a dangerous, yet elegant, game of cat and mouse. His investigation brings him up
against an organized crime syndicate known as the "Warsavia," crooked police officials, small-time crooks, investigative journalists, a worldwide prostitution ring,
and--manipulating the events from above--the far-reaching arm of the Argentine oligarchy. Guiding his way through this labyrinth of deceit and intrigue is an old acquaintance
from a long ago Patagonian escapade: the legendary outlaw Butch Cassidy, who, with the Sundance Kid, headed the notorious Wild Bunch and has been presumed dead for two
decades! Just as Fable of Venice was Pratt's homage to his hometown, Tango is a nod to Buenos Aires, where the cartoonist lived during his earliest creative successes in the
late 1940s and 1950s. The atmosphere of the story is steeped in the sensual music of the tango, whose melodies almost seem to emerge from the artwork, with close-ups of the
dance steps framed by Pratt with extraordinary effectiveness. The first English-language translation of Hugo Pratt's graphic novel set in Argentina.
Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet follows the adventures of a talking wooden puppet whose nose grew longer whenever he told a lie and who wanted more than anything else to
become a real boy.As carpenter Master Antonio begins to carve a block of pinewood into a leg for his table the log shouts out, "Don't strike me too hard!" Frightened by the
talking log, Master Cherry does not know what to do until his neighbor Geppetto drops by looking for a piece of wood to build a marionette. Antonio gives the block to Geppetto.
And thus begins the life of Pinocchio, the puppet that turns into a boy.Pinocchio, The Tale of a Puppet is a novel for children by Carlo Collodi is about the mischievous adventures
of Pinocchio, an animated marionette, and his poor father and woodcarver Geppetto. It is considered a classic of children's literature and has spawned many derivative works of
art. But this is not the story we've seen in film but the original version full of harrowing adventures faced by Pinnocchio. It includes 40 illustrations.
Dracula Spectacular
Livres de France
l'apiculture moderne
With an Appendix, Containing Important State Papers and Public Documents, and All the Laws of a Public Nature ; with a Copious Index
(SIRAT AL BUNDUQIYYAH) A.L.G.D.G.A.D.L.U
Tr sors de la bande dessin e
The fateful meeting of Freud and Horace Frink, and the ensuing scandal that nearly destroyed psychoanalysis In 1909, while on a fundraising lecture tour in America, Sigmund Freud met
Horace Frink, an early disciple of his theories of psychoanalysis, whose traumatic childhood and complicated personal life later cast a shadow over Freud's professional career--and came
close to destroying his reputation. This little-known and ultimately tragic true story of two divorces, three deaths, and a ménage à quatre, as well as the questionable motives behind Freud's
involvement in it, is the subject of a groundbreaking collaboration between artist and animator Lionel Richer and the prizewinning philosopher, biographer, and novelist Pierre Péju. After
all, what better medium can there be than the graphic novel to place the American dream on the couch of European psychoanalysis?
Hugo Pratt, hailed as the "inventor of the literary comic strip," offers an provocative story whose protagonist is a seemingly wanton murderer, driven by a religious obsession with the
absolute. First English language edition. Set in Canada around 1920 this provocative story deals with complex moral choices. Jesuit Joe, the protagonist, is of French-Canadian and Mohawk
origin and is engaged in an obsessive religious search for the absolute, as he moves through the snowy wastelands of the region. He wears the red jacket of the Canadian Mounties that he
found in a hut--which gives rise to a series of misunderstandings when he is mistaken for a member of the Canadian Mounted Police. His actions highlight his unusual ethical code and his
disturbing and complex personality. He kills with terrible ease and shows an unmatched cruelty and ferocity, yet his mood suddenly shifts and he performs unexpected acts of kindness and
compassion. All the while, he is tracked by his nemesis, Sergeant Fox, whose mission is to capture Jesuit Joe and bring him to justice. This is the first English language edition of Pratt's 1980
classic, and includes an incomplete second story of Jesuit Joe, plus Pratt's storyboards drawn for the movie version.
Corto Maltese est à Venise, sur la piste d'une précieuse émeraude magique, " la Clavicule de Salomon ". Dans cette ville mystérieuse, à l'ombre des vieux palais, Corto rencontrera la bande
de fainéants de Petit Pied d'argent dont le fils, Böeke, est amoureux d'Hipazia, la philosophe que tous respectent pour sa beauté et son savoir ; Stevani, la chemise noire et Bepi Faliero, le
franc-maçon. Corto n'a qu'une seule piste, une lettre énigmatique que lui a adressée le Baron Corvo avant sa mort. Mais il n'est pas le seul à s'intéresser à ce joyau...
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Stravaganza: City of Swords
Pinocchio, the Tale of a Puppet
Johnson's Universal Cyclopædia
Department store and retail advertising
Corto Maltese: Ballad of the Salty Sea
and Other Stories

Features five of the author's best early stories: title selection plus "The Phantom Rickshaw," "Wee Willie Winkie," "Without Benefit of
Clergy" and "The Strange Ride of Morrowbie Jukes."
In this final entry of Hugo Pratt's epic series, the master graphic novelist returns to the theme he first explored in the initial
episode--the search for the lost continent of Mu, the mythical Atlantis. A premonition hovers over the entire dreamlike story, as if fate
had decided in advance that this would be Corto Maltese's last adventure. The feeling is underscored by the return of most of the major
characters seen throughout the long-running saga, like actors giving their final curtain call: Gold Mouth, Morgana, Tristan Bantam, Levi
Colombia, Professor Steiner, "the Monk," Cain Groovesnore, Soledad, and (of course) Rasputin...each with their own reason to find the
mythical realm. Thus, the circle closes. This EuroComics edition features new translations from Pratt's original Italian scripts by Dean
Mullaney, the Eisner and Harvey Award-winning editor of the Library of American Comics, and Simone Castaldi, Associate Professor of Romance
Languages and Literatures at Hofstra, and the author of Drawn and Dangerous: Italian Comics of the 1970s and 1980s (University Press of
Mississippi).
Six captivating stories: the supernaturally tinged narrative of Bluebeard and his many wives; the entertaining tale of Puss in Boots,
Cinderella, The Fairies, Ricky of the Tuft, and the enchanting title story
Corto Maltese: Tango
Indian Summer
Combining Explanation with Etymology and Illustrated by Quotations from the Best Authorities
Memoires pour servir a l'histoire ecclesiastique des six premiers siecles , justifiez par les citations des auteurs originaux ... Par M.
Lenain De Tillemont
The New Comparative Mythology
Her Body and Other Parties

Includes, 1982-1995: Les Livres du mois, also published separately.
Night of the Devil by comics legend Hugo Pratt is the fourth in a major series of new collections - joining the War Picture Library’s mission to bring all of the long-lost UK of war comics master
artists back into print. "A rare chance to see one of the undisputed greats of the comic book medium growing into the full strength of his talents." - Hollywood Reporter In Night of the Devil, take a
hallucinatory trip through the oppressive heat of the Burmese jungle along with British soldiers engaged in desperate skirmishes with the enemy. In Bayonet Jungle, Private Jack Green’s
presence is seen as an omen of bad luck but he struggles to prove himself to the experienced soldiers of Third Platoon as they fight against the Japanese army that surrounds them. Two exciting
and explosive war stories lushly illustrated by Hugo Pratt, comics legend and creator of iconic character, Corto Maltese. Praise for previous War Picture Library volumes: "Lives up to
expectations – both in story and art." - Downthetubes "There is no doubt that Battle Stations, and the titles following it, are sure to find their home among modern comic fans once again." - The
Beat
Finalist for the National Book Award for Fiction “[These stories] vibrate with originality, queerness, sensuality and the strange.”—Roxane Gay “In these formally brilliant and emotionally
charged tales, Machado gives literal shape to women’s memories and hunger and desire. I couldn’t put it down.”—Karen Russell In Her Body and Other Parties, Carmen Maria Machado blithely
demolishes the arbitrary borders between psychological realism and science fiction, comedy and horror, fantasy and fabulism. While her work has earned her comparisons to Karen Russell and
Kelly Link, she has a voice that is all her own. In this electric and provocative debut, Machado bends genre to shape startling narratives that map the realities of women’s lives and the violence
visited upon their bodies. A wife refuses her husband’s entreaties to remove the green ribbon from around her neck. A woman recounts her sexual encounters as a plague slowly consumes
humanity. A salesclerk in a mall makes a horrifying discovery within the seams of the store’s prom dresses. One woman’s surgery-induced weight loss results in an unwanted houseguest. And in
the bravura novella “Especially Heinous,” Machado reimagines every episode of Law & Order: Special Victims Unit, a show we naïvely assumed had shown it all, generating a phantasmagoric
police procedural full of doppelgängers, ghosts, and girls with bells for eyes. Earthy and otherworldly, antic and sexy, queer and caustic, comic and deadly serious, Her Body and Other Parties
swings from horrific violence to the most exquisite sentiment. In their explosive originality, these stories enlarge the possibilities of contemporary fiction.
Tome huitieme. Qui contient les vies de S. Athanase, et des Saints qui sont morts depuis l'an 378 jsques en 394 ... Par M. Lenain De Tillemont
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An Anthropological Assessment of the Theories of Georges Dumézil
Corto Maltese, découverte à l’épisode - Tome 25 - Fable de Venise
Fable of Venice
Catalogue of the Library of the Peabody Institute of the City of Baltimore
Stories
Collection of the monthly climatological reports of the United States by state or region, with monthly and annual national summaries.
Desperately unhappy, Laura has resorted to secretly self-harming. But Laura is a Stravagante, somebody who can travel in time and space. When she finds
her talisman, a small silver dagger, she stravagates with it to sixteenth-century Fortezza, a town similar to Lucca in Italy, where she meets her
Stravagante, who is a swordsmith. But Laura also meets the charming and attractive Ludo, and falls for him. Their love for each other is tested when
Ludo lays claim to the crown of Fortezza, and Laura finds herself fighting on the side of the Stravaganti opposing him . . . A thrilling tale filled
with battles on the field and battles of the heart.
Corto Maltese est à venise, sur la piste d'une précieuse émeraude, la Clavicule de Salomon. Dans cette ville mystérieuse, à l'ombre des vieux palais,
Corto rencontrera la bande de fainéants de Petit Pied d'argent dont le fils, Böeke, est amoureux d'Hipazia, la philosophe que tous respectent pour sa
beauté et son savoir ; Stevani, la chemise noire et Bepi Faliero, le franc-maçon. Corto n'a qu'une seule piste, une lettre énigmatique que lui a adressé
le Baron Corvo avant sa mort. mais il n'est pas le seul à s'intéresser à ce joyau...
Corto Maltese: the Golden House of Samarkand
Short Story Criticism: Annual Cumulative Title Index
Complex Lexical Units
The History of England
Histoire Anecdotique Et Raisonnée Du Théâtre Italien, Depuis Son Rétablissement en France Jusqu'à L'année 1769
Qui contient les vies de S. Athanase, & des Saints qui sont morts depuis l'an 378 jusques en 394, & les histoires des Priscillianistes & des Messaliens
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